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Let K be a cyclic Galois extension of the rational numbers Q of degree i, where L 
is a prime number. Let ht denote the order of the Sylow t-subgroup of the ideal 
class group of K. If hd = ts(s > 0), it is known that the number of (finite) primes 
that ramify in K/Q is at most s + 1 (or s + 2 if K is real quadratic). This paper 
shows that “most” of these fields K with h, = is have exactly s + I ramified primes 
(or s + 2 ramified primes if K is real quadratic). Furthermore the Sylow l-subgroup 
of the ideal class group is elementary abelian when h,= tS and there are s + 1 
ramified primes (or s + 2 ramified primes if K is real quadratic). 
1, INTRODUCTION 
Let Q denote the field of rational numbers, and let & be a prime number. 
Let K be a cyclic extension of Q of degree ( (i.e., K is a Galois extension 
field of Q with cyclic Galois group of order C). Let t denote the number of 
(finite) primes of Q that ramify in K/Q, and let h, denote the order of the 6- 
class group of K (i.e., the order of the Sylow E-subgroup of the ideal class 
group of K). It is well known that hl >, et- ’ if e # 2 (cf. [5, Sect. 31). For 
C = 2 and K an imaginary quadratic field, h, > 2’-‘. For K a real quadratic 
field, h, > 2’-’ if no prime p E 3 (mod 4) ramifies in K/Q, and h, > 2t-2 
otherwise. (Remark: If we consider the group of strict ideal classes of K, 
which is the group of fractional ideals of K modulo the group of principal 
ideals that are generated by elements of K with positive norm, then hi > 2’-’ 
for all quadratic fields K, where hi is the order of the Sylow 2-subgroup of 
the group of strict ideal classes of K (see [ 1, Chap. 3, Sect. 8]).) 
If h, = P (s > 0), then the above results imply that the number of primes 
that ramify in K/Q is at most s + 1 (or s + 2 if K is real quadratic). We 
shall show that “most” of these fields K with hc = C” have exactly s + 1 
ramified primes (or s + 2 ramified primes if K is real quadratic), and 
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furthermore the t-class group is elementary abelian when h( = I‘ and there 
are s + 1 ramified primes (or s f 2 ramified primes if K is real quadratic). 
We first consider I> 3. If exactly t distinct primes ramify in K/Q, then the 
conductor of K/Q is f, =p, ‘..pI or f’p, .‘.p,-- ,, where p, < ... <p, are 
prime numbers with each pi = 1 (mod 0. If t > 1, there exist more than one 
field K with f, =p, .e. pI and more than one field K with f, = f’p, ... pI , . 
but from class field theory each of these fields K is contained in Q([, zP, .,,,). 
where Cczp,. . .Pr is a primitive f’p, . . . pith root of unity. Now we let x be a 
positive real number. Then the number M;., of these cyclic extensions K with 
hi =P1 . -. p! <x is 
M:,,= b, \’ 1, (1) 
n,<...<p, 
PI’, .P,S.T 
eachp, =I (mod/) 
and the number A4FX , of these cyclic extensions K with f, = f’p, “..p,-, <s 
is 
M” =b \’ 1.x I 1, - 
where b, is a constant that depends on t. We let M,,, denote the number of 
these cyclic extensions K which satisfy the following conditions: (i) f, is 
divisible by exactly t distinct prime numbers; (ii) f, < x; and (iii) h, = if- ‘. 
In Section 2, we shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let f be an odd prime number, s a nonnegative integer. and 
x a positive real number. Let h, and M,,, be defined as above. Then the 
number N,,, of cyclic extensions K of Q of degree f with h, = C‘ and with 
conductor f, < x is 
N,,.~=M,,,,,+O s+ 1,.x (1: logx) (as-w al). 
Furthermore each field K counted in the sum M,, ,.r has elementary abelian 
E-class group of order i”. 
Remark. Iff, is divisible by [ distinct primes, then the I-class group of K 
has a quotient group that is elementary abelian of order C’- ’ (cf. 15. 
Sect. 31). So if h, = P ’ and t distinct primes divide fK, then the t-class 
group of K must be elementary abelian of order f’- ‘. So the last statement of 
Theorem 1 follows from this remark if we let t = s + 1. 
Now we suppose & = 2. If K is imaginary quadratic, we write 
K=QW’=), h w ere n is a positive square-free integer. We let M,,t,-Y denote 
the number of imaginary quadratic fields K which satisfy the following 
conditions: (i) exactly t (finite) primes ramify in K/Q; (ii) n <xx; (iii) 
h, = 2”. If K is real quadratic, we write K = Q(fi) with n a positive 
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square-free integer. We let MR.l,X denote the number of real quadratic fields 
K which satisfy the following conditions: (i) exactly t primes ramify in K/Q; 
(ii) n < x; (iii) h, = 2’-*. In Section 3, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let s be a nonnegative integer and x a positive real 
number. Let h,, Mt.,,,, and MR.l,X be deJned as above. Then the number 
N I.S.X of imaginary quadraticfields Q(G) with h, = 2’ and n < x is 
and the number NR s x . . of real quadratic fields Q(\/;i) with h, = 2” and n < x 
is 
Furthermore each field K counted in the sums IV,,,, ,..Y and IV~,~+~,.~ has 
elementary abelian 2-class group of order 2”. 
Remark. The last statement in Theorem 2 follows from facts similar to 
those mentioned in the remark following Theorem 1. 
A related problem (suggested by the referee) is to consider the set of cyclic 
extensions K of Q of degree ( with &-rank equal to s (i.e., with the rank of the 
I-class group of K equal to s). For t > 3, a previous remark indicates that K 
can have at most s + 1 ramified primes if the rank of its L’class group is s. 
Furthermore when t > 3, the arguments in [3] show that if s + 1 primes 
ramify in K/Q, then the rank of the E-class group of K can equal s only when 
this t-class group is elementary abelian. Then the other cyclic extensions K 
of Q of degree E with C-rank equal to s must have fewer than s + 1 ramified 
primes. In this type of situation, the same arguments we use to prove 
Theorem 1 give the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let E be an odd prime number, s a nonnegative integer, and 
x a positive real number. Let M, + 1,x be as in Theorem 1, and let Nrk=s,x 
denote the number of cyclic extensions K of Q of degree C such that the t- 
class group of K has rank equal to s and K has conductor f, <x. Then 
Nrk=s.x = MS, 1.x + 0 St 1.x i1:1o,.i (as x+ a~). 
Remark. This theorem does not generalize to quadratic extensions of Q. 
However if we consider the quadratic extensions of Q that have 2-rank equal 
to s, then a positive proportion of these fields have elementary abelian 2- 
class groups (cf. Corollary 2 in Section 3). 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Theorem 1 is a consequence of the prime number theorem and some 
consequences of class field theory that are developed in [ 3 ]. We suppose K is 
a cyclic extension of Q of degree P with conductor f, = p, ... pr, where 
PI ( ... <pI are prime numbers with each pi = 1 (mod f). Furthermore we 
assume that pz is an eth power nonresidue modulo p,, and for 3 < m < t, p,,, 
is an bth power residue modulo p,,..., pmpz but an (th power nonresidue 
modulo p,-, . Then by [3, Theorem 11, the I-class group of K is an 
elementary abelian e-group with order L’-‘. We let G,,, be the number of 
these cyclic extensions K with f, =pl + .. pt < x. where p1 ,..., pt satisfy the 
above conditions. Then M,,, > G,,,. The main idea in our proof of 
Theorem 1 is that G,*, (and h ence M,,,) is a positive proportion (as x + co) 
of the number of cyclic extensions K of Q of degree L with 1 ramified primes. 
We let c be a primitive Eth root of unity, and we let x,! be a Dirichlet 
character of exponent e and conductor pi, 1 < i < t - 1. A prime number p is 
an eth power residue modulo pi if and only if ~,~(p) = 1, and p is an Cth 
power nonresidue modulo pi if (but not only if) &,,(p) = 1. Also if p #pi. 
then 
f  (1 +&i(P) + .** +x;,-‘(P))= 1 if x,i(P> = 15 
=o otherwise, 
and 
f  (1 + ct,JP) + . . . + [‘-‘&l(p))= 1 if rXp,(P)= 1, 
=o otherwise. 
For a prime p, #p, ,..., p,,-, , we let 
for 2 < m <t. We note that W, = 1 or 0, and if W,,, = 1, we see that p, 
must be an Cth power residue modulo p,,...,pme2, and an Lth power 
nonresidue modulo pm- 1 (2 < m < t). Hence 
Mt,, > Gt,, > x w, a** wt. 
Pl<“‘iP, 
P,’ .P,<X 
each pi s-1 (mod C) 
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Now we let x4 be a Dirichlet character of exponent e and conductor q. 
From the prime number theorem for Dirichlet characters (cf. [2, Sects. 19 
and 20]), 
C x,(p) = O{x exp[-C’(log x)“‘]) 
PiX 
if q < exp[C(log x)‘j2], where C is any positive constant, and C’ is a positive 
constant depending only on C. (Remark: Actually in [2], Davenport proves 
t: x,(n) A(n) = O{ x exp]-C’(log x)“‘] } 
n<x 
for q < exp[C(log x)“‘], where 
/i(n)=logp if n is a power of a prime p, 
=o otherwise, 
and then by the partial summation technique, one can obtain 
C x,(p) = 0 {x exp[-C’(log x)“‘] } 
P<X 
for q < exp[C(log x)“‘].) We shall need only the weaker result that 
c X,(P) = 0 ( (lo;x)’  
PGX 
for q < exp [C(log ,)‘I2 1. We also know from the prime number theorem 
applied to primes in an arithmetic progression that 
5- l= 
PTX 
p -1 (mod 0 
Next we let yi = exp[2’(log x)“‘] for 1 & i < t, and we let y = yI. Then 
M,,,>G,,,> 1 w2 a** w,>Aw 
P,<...<Pf 
PI’. .P,<X 
eachpi= (mod0 
where 
At4 = c w,*** w,-, c WV 
P,<...<PI-1 p, 4(&d C) 
eachp,<y, Pf-,<P&XlPI.. ‘PI-1 
each pi -1 (mod C) 
(4) 
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From Eq. (3), 
where each character xj: ... ~2~ : has conductor a, .‘. pI- , < y, ... .I’+, < .I’. 
Then 
\‘ 
.D~ =;iimod 0 
w*= 1 w,- \‘ w, 
p, =I(mod C) pI ~1 (mod II 
P,&,<P,<XlP,...P,-, P,GXlP,.‘.P,-, P,GP,- I 
1 X/P, *** PI- 1 
= F’(l- 1) log(x/p, ..*ptpl) 
+ O ( X/P, ... PI-1 [log(dP, *.. PI-,)I2 ) +O(&). 
We note that 
XlPl ... Pt-I X + 
xlog(p, .*-PI-,) 
logWP* . ..pt&J=pl ***p+,logx p, . ..pt-llogxlog(x/P. ..*P,-1) 
x 
$0 
x log(p, *.. PI- 1) z 
. PI “‘pt-l logx ( p, *.- PI- I 1% x WX/Y) 1 
Since for large x, log(x/y) > log(x/x”*) = f log x, then 
Xl% (P, . ..PI-J =o 
i 
x 1% (PI ..* Prc,) 
Pl “‘pl-, logxlog(x/Y) ) p, -PJog-e . 
Similarly 
XlPl *.. Pt-1 
[logwP, *.a PI-1)12 
=o b X I 1 .-.Pt-, (logx)* . 
Also y/logy is small compared with the other terms. So 
\’ 1 X 
p, &hd 8) wt=lf-l(,- 1) p, ..* p,-1 logx 
P,-,<P,<X/P,. . ‘P,-1 
$0 
i 
Using the fact that log(p, .~.pI-,)=logp,+..~ +logp,-, and the 
well-known formulas 
2 logp/p = logy + O(1) and \‘ l/p = log logy + O(l), 
PiY P<Y 
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we see that 
F‘ 
XlOdP, ..*Pt-1) = o -a%Y)Q% 1wd-* 
P,,.SeI p1 
~~*Pt-l(logx)2 
(1% 4’ 
eachpi<yi 
=o x ( ) logx * 
Thus 
X 
PI<. . . <PlGl 
eachpttr, 
“‘pt-, logx 
each pi z-1 (mod C) 
Now 
1 w - t-1 = et-2 1+ 2 I;j,-2x;: ..* x$,I:(Pt-1) * 
j,....%i-, 1 
(not all zero) 
We suppose xs is a nonprincipal character with exponent C and conductor 
9lP1 .-.P~-~. From [4, Theorem 4211, 
Xq(Pt-1) = iYf-l S,(u) u-* du f O(l), 
where 
S,(u) = x Xs(Pt-1). 
P,-, =l(mod C) 
P,&,<U 
We let 
1 
T= ‘\‘ - 
Py-1=&d 0 pt--2 
lS,(u)l ti-* du + O(1) 
I 
W t-*= I 
Pt-3<Pt-2<Y,-2 
= -T- LIS,(u)l) I.-* du 
p,-&modC) Pt-2 
du + O(log logy,-,). 
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We let I, and I, denote these last two integrals. I2 can be estimated trivially 
as follows : 
To estimate I,, we first suppose that pt- 2 [q, and we write 
1 
Yt-2 
I, = (K,(u) t Kz(u) t K3(u)) u - 2 du, 
PI-3 
where 
K,(u) = \‘ Ll%(lc)l~ 
P,--2GlodI) Pr-2 
w,-*= I 
p,-,<p,-2<:, 
K2h) = _ 
\‘ 
pIe2 ~1 (mod 0 
W ,-*= I 
max(p,.J,L2)<~,--I~ZI 
K&l = _ 
\’ 
P,-> ~1 (mod d) 
WI-*=1 
max(p,-3.r$CP,+2Cu 
z2 = (log U)4 and z 3 
= U1/6(f-2) 
(Remark: If z2 <pte3 (resp.. z3 <pIP3), we define K,(u)= 0 (resp., 
K*(U) = O).) If PI-3 < P1-2 < z2, then 1 S,(u)1 @ u/(log u)’ since q <p, -.. 
pts2 <z:-’ < exp[(log u)“‘\. 
SO 
1 
K1(u) Q (lo;u)2 ,,Gsz, pte2 g 10; u’ 
To estimate K2(u), we use the fact that 
\‘ _ C* Tt; I ty(r, x,)1 < u(log uz)” t u3’4z5’4 (log z4z)23’8 
q>= xq 
+ u”2z2(log Uz)“2, 
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where t+v(r, x,) = C,crx,(n)/i(n), and C*, denotes summation over all 
primitive characters modulo q (see [6, Theorem 1 I). If n(r, x,) = CpGr x,(p), 
then standard manipulations converting information about v to information 
about n (cf. [2, Sect. 181) can be used to obtain the above formula with 
v(r,XJ replaced by n(r, x,). If max(p,-,, zz) < pt--2 Q z3, then q < zi-’ = 
uLi6, and hence CP,m,gz, (S,(U)] < u(log u)‘. Then for (log u)~ = z2 < ptP2, 
we get 
1 
K*(U) G (log u)4 u (1% u13 = j&. 
For max(Pf-3Tz3) <P!-* < u, IS,(u)l < u/log u and ~max(p,_,.z3)<p,_2~u 
I/p,-, < log log U - log log z3 + O(1) = O(1). so 
K3(U) < -5 
log u 
Then 
I 
YI-2 1 
I, < ---du $ log logy,-, <log logx. 
I),-, u 1% u 
So T = I, + I, + O(log logy,-,) 4 log log x. Also 
c w2 ** * wf- 3 T < fff log log yi (log log x) 
PI<. . <PI-3 Pl ‘**PI-3 ( i=l i 
eachPi&ji 
eachpi= (mod C) 
< (log log x)1-*. 
I, < I”-’ (log log u)] S,(u)] u -’ du < (log log x) i”-’ ( S,(u)] u-* du. 
PY-3 pt-3 
Then we can consider 
T,= 1 
1 
~ 
p,+, c-1 (mod C) Pt-3 
w,-j= 1 
P,-s<Pr-1<Yt-3 
IS,(u)j u-~ du 
and use the same types of arguments with T replaced by T,. Continuing this 
process (if necessary), we eventually obtain 
P,< ‘. <PI-, 
eachPi&y, 
each pi=1 (mod 0 
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for each nonprincipal character with conductor q/ p, ... pt. ?. Thus 
1 7 
A,J = (I - 1)[‘-1&‘~2 ,,,,‘,,, , w2 ..’ wt.-z p, 
x 
. . . p, , log x 
+o ( 
x(log log x)‘~ z 
! logx * 
We can apply a similar method to calculations with Wte2,..., W, to get 
A~,,=c, x 
X 
+o 
x(log log x)l- 2 
PI<. . . <P,-1 PI “‘pl-l logx ( 1 logx ’ 
each/&yi 
eachpi= (mod C) 
where c, = [(/ - 1) P1P2 . . . e*/]-‘. Now we let xc be a Dirichlet 
character of exponent (E - 1) and conductor E, and we let p # P be a prime 
number. Then if VP = (l/(( - l))(l +x,(p) + ..* +x:-‘(p)), we see that 
VP= 1 ifp- 1 (mode), and VP=0 ifpf 1 (modt). So 
+ o 
( 
x (log log X)fP2 
1 logx * 
Then using the same process we used above for nonprincipal characters, we 
get 
At,,=cz s X 
“‘P[-, logx (5) PI<. . . <P,-, PI 
eachpi(yi 
where c2 = c,/(e - l)‘-‘. Now in Eq. (5), the sum satisfies 
1 v,” 
(1 - l)! P,..YP,-, 
, eachpi<y, eachpi<y, 
where C’ and 2” impose no restriction on which primes are larger than the 
others. Now 
1 p1 ..tpt-, -(loglogY,)~-‘-~~logl~gx)l~’ 
P,.....P,-1 
each~&y, 
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and 
T ” 1 
--* Pt-1 
- (log logy)‘- l 
P,..‘.>P,&, PI 
-&loglogx)“. 
eachp;<y 
Hence 
A 
f,X 
= c -4og 1% x)‘~ 1 x(log log x)I- ’ 
3 log x 
+ o 
( i logx ’ 
with c3 = cz/(t - I)! 2’-‘, and we recall that M,,, > G,,, > A,,,. 
Now as mentioned in Section 1, if h, = P, the number of primes that can 
ramify in K/Q is at most s + 1. We have proved that the number M,, l,.r of 
cyclic extensions K of Q of degree P with conductorf, divisible by exactly 
s + 1 primes, f, < x, and hc = E” satisfies 
M s+l,x>A,+l,x=C3 
x(log log x)s 
log x 
+0 
( 
x(log log x)” 
1 logx . 
Other cyclic extensions K of Q of degree f with h! = Cs must have fewer than 
s + 1 ramified primes. The number of such fields K with fewer than s + I 
ramified primes, with& < x, and with hd = ES is at most C:= I (MI,, + MR,). 
Using Eqs. (1) and (2) and the fact that 
\’ 
1 = o x(log log XT’ 
Y 
Pt9....Pr ( log x 1 
P,. .Pr<X 
(cf. [4, p. 3681) we get M;,, = O(x(log log x)“-‘/log x) and 
A4:,X = O(x(log log x)‘-‘/log x) for 1 < r < s. Thus the number N,., of cyclic 
extensions K of Q of degree e with hc = Is and conductor f, <x is N,., = 
M s+1,x + OWs+~,x /log log x), which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
We choose C, so that 0 < C, < c3. 
Next we note that the number of cyclic extensions K of Q of degree L with 
s + 1 ramified primes and conductor f, < x is bounded above by 
C,(x(log log x)‘/log x) for some positive constant C,. Thus we obtain the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. There exist positive constants C, and C, such that 
c 
1 
x(log log xy < N < c x(log log xlS 
1%X ’ s,x’ 2 logx . 
Furthermore, a positive proportion of the cyclic extensions K of Q of degree f 
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with s + 1 ramiJied primes have (-class number t‘ (and hence elementar!, 
abelian Mass group with rank equal to s). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Essentially the same procedure used in proving Theorem 1 can be used to 
prove Theorem 2 if certain modifications are made. First we suppose 
K = Q(&n) with n =p, . . . p,, where p1 < ... <p, are prime numbers with 
pi = 1 (mod 4) for 1 < i ,< t - 1 and pI = 3(mod 4). Then exactly t (finite) 
primes ramify in K/Q. Analogous to Eq. (4). we let 
\’ w,... w,-, - w,, 
Pi< ‘..CP,-J y,3(mod4) 
eachpi<yi Pi-,<P,<.XlP,~~~D, , 
eachp,i--l (mod41 
and then we perform the same calculations as before to prove Theorem 2 for 
K = Q(\/-n). Th ere is one possible complication. Since the characters x4 in 
the quadratic case are real valued, there may be one character xsO whose L- 
series has an exceptional zero (cf. [2, Sects. 14. 19, 201). However we can 
write all terms that involve xqO separately as C,&,(p), and this sum (for 
p <x) contributes at most O(x/log x), which can be absorbed into the error 
term. 
Now we suppose K = Q(G) with n =p, ... pr, where p, < ... <p, are 
prime numbers with pi = 1 (mod 4) for 1 < i < t - 2 and pi = 3 (mod 4) for 
i = t - 1, t. Then exactly t primes ramify in K/Q. The new equation that 
replaces Eq. (4) is 
\‘ At., = - w, ... w,-, K’ 1. 
P,<“‘<P, I p,s3f;;;od 4, 
each pi< yi P(.~CPr<XIP,..‘P,-, 
each pi- 1 (mod 4) 
exceptp,ml=3 (mod 4) 
and then we can perform calculations as before to prove Theorem 2 for 
K=Q(fi). W e a so obtain a corollary analogous to Corollary 1. 1 
COROLLARY 2. (i) ‘There exist positive constants C, and C, such that 
c x(log log x)s 
G NJ,,,, G C4 
x(log log x)” 
3 log x logx . 
Furthermore, a positive proportion of the imaginary quadratic fields with 
s + 1 ramified primes have 2-class number 2” (and hence elementary abelian 
2-class group of rank equal to s). 
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(ii) There exist positive constants C, and C, such that 
c x(log log xy+ l 
GN,,,,, < C, 
x(log log xy+ ’ 
5 log x logx * 
Furthermore, a positive proportion of the real quadratic fields with s + 2 
ramified primes have 2-class number 2” (and hence elementary abelian 2- 
class group of rank equal to s). 
Remark: For small values of s (e.g., s = l), more precise results than 
Corollaries 1 and 2 can be obtained. We shall present such results in another 
paper. 
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